Eligibility and Funding
All full-time faculty in the humanities, arts, and related disciplines are eligible to apply, including those who are on sabbatical for all or part of the academic year.

Each resident scholar will be eligible to apply for up to $800 to support his or her approved project. The resident scholar may use this money for travel to conferences to report on his or her approved project, or for payment for research assistance. This amount will be prorated for residents who are appointed for periods shorter than one full academic year.

Conditions and Application
Each Resident Scholar must agree to:

1. Establish office hours at least twice a week for a minimum of three hours per session; or three times per week for two hours per session. This is the central requirement of the program since it provides the opportunity for residents to interact frequently and, thus to influence each other’s work and develop collaborative projects.
   - Spend his/her office hours working on his/her research project, or interacting with other resident scholars having office hours.
   - Participate in roundtable sessions with other residents when these are arranged.

Applicants should submit three (3) copies of a proposal with the following content no later than July 5th, 2019.

1. A description of the project that the applicant would be working on during the period of his or her residency.
2. A statement indicating how the residency would enhance the professional career of the applicant.
3. A commitment to keep regular office hours throughout the residency.

The Humanities Center
Walter F. Edwards, Director
2226 Faculty/Administration Building
Wayne State University
Detroit MI 48202

(313) 577-5471
Fax: (313) 577-2843
www.research.wayne.edu/hum
Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/WSUHumanities OR Follow us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/WSUHumcenter AND Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/wsu_humanities/

DEADLINE: FRIDAY, JULY 5, 2019

The Humanities Center of Wayne State University announces the continuation of its Resident Scholars Program. The aim is to create a community of humanities and arts faculty from different disciplines working in the same physical space at roughly the same time. Such an arrangement could facilitate the formation of valuable research networks and promote interdisciplinary collaborations and joint grant applications. Resident Scholars meet periodically to share progress, experiences, and emerging conclusions from their research or creative work. Resident Scholars will also be expected to keep office hours at the Center, making research collaboration possible. The program should be attractive to all full-time faculty, but faculty on sabbatical leave should find it particularly appealing. Each office is equipped with a personal computer, and office furniture. Additionally, resident scholars have access to a network printer, the internet, a copier, and a fax machine. The Center also has a conference area.

Testimonials

“Thank you for an extraordinary year as a Resident Scholar of the Humanities Center. During my year’s leave, you and your staff have provided an interdisciplinary home away from my home in the History Department. Regular conversations with other resident scholars—like Avis Vidal, Sarah Swider, Alisa Moldavanova, and Stine Eckert have enriched my own scholarship. Having an urban planner, a labor sociologist, a journalism professor with a specialization in social media, and a specialist in public administration read my work, opened by eyes to a variety of different intellectual perspectives on my current project. I also have enjoyed the challenging monthly seminars when each of the scholars presents work to the group. Finally, although I have often attended and presented at the Humanities Center’s brown bag series in the past, this year I made a special effort to attend a wide array of brown bag presentations, and enjoyed an intellectual feast. Finally, thank you for the quiet space to think and to write. The combination of time and space, enabled me to co-author a report on civic engagement in Michigan, write a chapter on citizenship in Detroit for a volume on The Changing Meaning of Citizenship, edited by Bryan Turner and Jürgen Mackert and to be published by Routledge, to edit a volume on governance and citizenship (in progress) and advance research on a study of citizenship in 21st century Detroit.”

Marc Kruman, Professor, History & Director, Center for the Study of Citizenship

“It is hard to describe how wonderful my year as a Resident Scholar at the Humanities Center has been. Having returned from a sabbatical conducting fieldwork on accountability institutions in Mexico to new service and teaching responsibilities in my department, the Humanities Center provided a quiet space and an uncluttered office - where I could focus on my research and writing. My commitment to spend two mornings a week in the Center allowed me to carve out time to keep my research moving forward. I met colleagues from across the campus and gained a new appreciation of the depth and breadth of the work we do at Wayne. I benefited from their generous and insightful interdisciplinary feedback on my own work, found new opportunities for collaboration and made new friends. Walter Edwards and the staff and program assistants create a warm and supportive environment. My only regret is that I did not apply to be a Resident Scholar sooner!”

Sharon Lean, Associate Professor, Political Science